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St Margaret’s Worship
The restrictions due to the pandemic continue until further notice, Places of
Worship can be used for services carefully following all the government
rules, including; social distancing, wearing face coverings, hand hygiene, no
singing etc. At St Margaret’s we continue to offer a short service of Holy
Communion in church at 10am each Sunday.
There is a short service of Morning Prayer every Tuesday at 9.30am, this is
held by telephone conference call.
Our home-produced worship video, other resource material and information
are shared by email every Saturday.
If you wish to join our mailing list or the Tuesday Morning Prayer please
contact me (email: vicarleiston@gmail.com or telephone: 01728 830421).
Richard Finch

CONTACT US
Priest in Charge: Reverend Richard Finch: T.830421
The Vicarage, Church Road, Leiston E.vicarleiston@gmail.com
Associate Priest: Reverend Morag Finch
Reader: Mr Bernard Smith: 3 Daneway Gardens, Leiston T.830105
Lay Elders:
Mrs Pat Carter, 42 Haylings Road, Leiston T.831852
Mrs Sandra Harle: 4 Lime Tree Avenue, Leiston T. 833578
Church Wardens:
Mrs Pat Carter: 42 Haylings Road, Leiston T.831852
One Vacancy
PCC Treasurer: Mrs Sandra Harle: 4 Lime Tree Avenue, Leiston T. 833578
PCC Secretary: Mrs Pat Carter, 42 Haylings Road, Leiston T.831852
‘JAM’ (Jesus & Me) Sunday School Leader: Mrs Sandra Ellis T.832168
Organist & Choir Master: Mr Matthew Merrett
Deanery Synod Representatives:
Vaughan Windle, 21 Eastward Ho T. 833988
One Vacancy
Resident Retired Priests:
Reverend Richard Ellis: 9 Kings Road, Leiston T.832168
Website Editor: Mrs Maureen Fox T.830929
Magazine Editor: Mrs Pat Carter T.831852 Email: pm42carter@gmail.com
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Looking forward with hope …
What a year it has been. We have passed the anniversary of the first
‘lockdown’ due to the coronavirus pandemic and marked that moment with
a Day of Reflection. Many people have died from Covid-19 in the UK and all
around the world, many people are grieving and need support. My prayer is
that we all bring encouragement and support to anyone in need, in
whatever way we can.
May this Eastertime be a time of hope, as we reflect on what we have learnt
may we seek to bring change so that we create a fair, sustainable world.
During this year we have been confronted by big human issues, including;
greed, inequality, corruption, and pollution. Many times, I have thought;
“what can I do?”, “I am just one, insignificant person”, “these issues are too
big for me”. What the Easter account of Jesus Christ teaches is that the
power and love of God works through each, individual, person. Jesus Christ,
the Son of God, lived as a person, a single human life. He did not travel
around the world; he taught his friends and neighbours. In Holy Week and
Easter, we see how, through action, he demonstrated his love to those
around him. His story was shared, and shared again, so that everyone could
understand.
This year a small church group met (via Zoom) during Lent to study some
material produced by the charity USPG, each week we travelled to a
different part of the world and read accounts of how individuals and small
groups have made a difference in the lives of those about them and in how
they cared for the environment. The final study was partly about the work of
the Asian Rural Institute (ARI), based in Japan. It was founded in 1973 and
each year about thirty people from Africa, Asia, Europe and the Pacific live
and study together for nine months. They learn about agricultural processes
and the production of food, of living sustainably. They live out a ‘three loves’
theology; loving God, loving one another and loving the soil. In learning and
practicing this understanding they seek to realise God’s coming heavenly
kingdom; a re-Creation of the life that God has envisioned for us. Once they
have finished their nine months together, they return to their home
countries hopefully to help their communities.
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A founder of the ARI, the Rev Dr Toshihiro Takhami, said this; “If we are to
long for a better year next time around, we need to plough right now the
earth we are standing on and be ready to break into a sweat. Without good
efforts here and now, no good year will ever come around; and without a
dream for a good next year, nobody will sustain a motivation to work, either.
What kind of an image for the future of humankind do we have, I wonder?”
Whatever we do to help our neighbour and care for the environment we
need to do it, to make good efforts now for all our futures.

Rev Richard Finch
************************************************
2021 MAGAZINE SUBS
I am pleased to report that all subs for this year have now been received; many
thanks to everyone who supports St. Margaret’s by buying our monthly magazine.
I’m sure you will agree that, despite the small increase in price, it still makes for a
very interesting and enjoyable read!
Our editor, Pat Carter, is always happy to receive items for inclusion, such as
articles, photos, etc. No fundraising or social gatherings over the last twelve months
have resulted in a reduction in our usual church news. As you will know, prepandemic, a full calendar of events were held at St. Margaret’s which were well
supported and much enjoyed. These will return when it is safe for everyone to
meet up and will, of course, be publicised and reported on in our magazine. So, in
the meantime, do please send in anything which would be of interest to others.
Perhaps an account of how you have filled all those ‘lockdown’ days – with a new
hobby or interest – or perhaps you would like to share a particular passage from
the bible or a favourite poem which has raised your spirits over the last few
months.
And, finally, to increase our revenue, we would welcome more advertising and we
only charge £2 per month (£24 per year). The magazine is distributed throughout
the town and much further afield, and is also viewed by many others via our
website. If you, or if you know of anyone who would like to place an advert, please
contact Pat on 01728 831852 or on pm42carter@gmail.com for more details.
With thanks,
Sandra Harle (Church Treasurer)
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Pondering Prayer
“Chocolate eggs and Jesus Risen”
This month we are entering the Easter period and the most important festival of
the Christian church. Lent is ending and we move toward the sadness and pain of
the disciples and the crucifixion of Jesus on Good Friday. The pain and cruelty Jesus
bore on that cross was for all of us, whether Christian or not, as He died for the
redemption of the whole world. He did nothing that deserved such a death and
died in our place so that we might be redeemed for all the wrongs we do. It is not
the crucifixion that we celebrate, but the resurrection, the light of the world to be
with us for all time. So how should we celebrate it and fit into church, praise and
prayer?
The theologian and author of Narnia Chronicles and other novels, C.S.Lewis, writes
in one of his books of reflections and essays of a very small and very devout boy
who was heard murmuring to himself on Easter morning a poem of his own
composition which began, “Chocolate eggs and Jesus risen”. Lewis considered it
was both admirable poetry and piety for his age. He points out how a child’s mind
does not separate the religious from merely the festal character either at Christmas
or Easter. Time will come when a child will no longer spontaneously enjoy the unity.
It will be able to distinguish between the ritual and a festal aspect of Easter and
chocolate eggs and then put one or the other first. We have all been there. The
choice of ritual or chocolate and as we know some peoples idea of Easter is solely
the chocolate eggs with no thought or even knowledge of the true reason or story
of Easter.
In the books of Kings and Chronicles of the Old Testament we read the history of
the early Jewish settlement into Canaan after the escape from Egypt and the
authors’ interpretation of God’s wishes for them. When they neglected the laws of
Moses things went badly and battles were lost. With a good King and a return to
covenant laws all improved. We read how the people loved the festivals, the singing
and dancing, the ample food and praising God, but as soon as the festival was over
they reverted to other gods and failed to follow the Lord’s way.
This got me thinking. Forgetting the Easter eggs, what of the ritual and services we
have at Easter and each Sunday – in normal times. Do we attend church because
we just love to hear the music and join in the hymns? Do we pray the hymns as we
sing or just enjoy the sounds? Do we criticise the prayers – too long or too short –
did we remember the real reason for our attendance? Are consciously aware we
are there to pray and praise God and that the Eucharist commemorates the death
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and resurrection of Jesus and the redemption it brings us despite our weaknesses
and shortcomings.
Festivals, singing and dancing can be good for the soul but our real and personal
closeness with our God comes when we pray.
Prayer: Father God, help us to enjoy the festivities of the Christian year and
remember all that they commemorate. Above all let us not forget or ignore you and
our closeness to you both during and when the festivities are over.
Br.Christian

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

ALDE VALLEY SUFFOLK FAMILY HISTORY GROUP
‘Genetic Genealogy - DNA for Beginners’ - Debbie KENNETT
Monday, 19th April 2021 at 7.30 pm on Zoom
Debbie Kennett is an internationally recognised expert on genetic genealogy. She is
an Honorary Research Associate in the Department of Genetics, Evolution and
Environment at University College London, and is the author of two books, DNA and
Social Networking and The Surnames Handbook. She writes about DNA testing for
all the UK family history magazines and has been researching her own family history
since 2002.
DNA testing and the new generation of social networking websites are becoming
increasingly useful tools. DNA testing can now be used to prove or disprove
genealogical connections and will put you in touch with your genetic cousins
around the world.
This Zoom based event is free to members, but is also available to non-members at
a cost of £3. If you wish to ‘attend’ please register via our
website https://avsfhg.org.uk/events/book/ and you will be sent joining
instructions. Don’t leave it too late – places are filling up fast!
However, at a cost of £6 for a full year’s membership, why not consider signing up
with this growing band of family history enthusiasts now?
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APRIL
Last month we had two weekends of sunny weather. We had a ride out to
Snowdrop Island. As children we would go each year and with the farmer’s
permission would pick a lovely bunch for our Mums and elderly neighbours. Not
many children had bikes, so with money left from Christmas and pocket money Betty
and I would hire them from a Mr McDonald who had a shop up Haylings Road. He
charged 1/6p (7½ p I think in today’s money). In the car we went on to Moat Farm
near Theberton which usually has a mass of primroses – a little early but signs of
them. There were lovely clumps of snowdrops. Further up the road we came to the
turning to Leiston. I used to bike with Betty for several years on the Wednesday
before Mothering Sunday to pick primroses, ready for Betty and the Church ladies to
put into bunches ready to hand out at the Church service on the Sunday.
Then we went across the aerodrome to Harrow Lane. During the war it was the
American air base. There are still a few reminders of the huts but now covered in
undergrowth. What a huge place it was, the runways still there but now silent, it
must have made such a difference to Leiston. We went past the memorial, in
memory to the men, which is kept very nice.

I was surprised to see the cottage which Mr Gus Clutten lived in, which was there
during the war, has gone. Now two mobile homes are there from the Cake and Ale
Caravan Park. I have a book called Friends of Leiston Airfield and that cottage
played an important part in the war with photographic development. Luckily there is
a picture of it in the book. We were out for about two hours and it was so nostalgic.
It did Bill good as he hasn’t been very well and I considered it a pick-me-up for both
of us. We didn’t see any cars, only one couple out for a walk.
I’ve kept clear of writing about Covid this month; it hasn’t gone away. Mothering
Sunday and Easter will be quiet again but hopefully the weeks ahead will change
things. As usual, keep safe, with our prayers, we will get to see our families soon.
MARGARET CLARKE
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GOD BLESS ST MARGARET'S CHURCH
A couple of miles from where we live there is a little church. The place is silent, the
door is closed. On the outside there is a sad notice written in felt-tip pen, saying "All
Services Cancelled" and then in smaller, plaintive and hopeful letters "until further
notice". Just another reminder of the world that used to be.......
But what a contrast at our own St Margaret's Church in Leiston, where friendly and
jolly Sunday services continue week by week! I have been told that ours is the only
Church in the area open for services, and we are so grateful to Richard, Pat and
Richard for enabling our weekly worship, as well as to lots of good people who work
quietly behind the scenes to keep the wonderful building clean and bright. I try to
get there as often as possible, although in recent weeks snowdrifts and flat car
batteries have conspired against me. Our Church has stayed open all through the
troubled times of the last year, except for those periods when seemingly illogical
instructions were issued to keep it locked, and it is a joy to visit it to give thanks for
our survival and our many blessings.
I know there are many people who are not yet able to resume churchgoing, and I
respect and miss them and look forward to seeing them again when times get
better. Let me reassure them that St Margaret's is still wonderful, although I must
admit there are a few things that I miss................
The bells! They used to ring out wonderfully across the town and countryside
welcoming us to worship, although they haven't done so for some time so we
cannot blame the Bug for this. I believe the problem was the lack of bellringers.
Now I am proud to say that I am too old and feeble to take up anything as exciting
as bellringing, but if you're wondering what you are going to do for a new hobby
once we are released into the world again, well there is an idea for you. I shall
applaud you vigorously every Sunday.
I miss standing in the porch, listening to the birds, welcoming people in and
opening the lovely heavy door for them. I don't think I had any authority to do this,
but nobody ever told me not to (just humouring the old boy, probably) and I did
rather enjoy it so I may well creep back when you're not looking. In the meantime, I
just slide in, of course wearing the dreaded mask.............
I don't like facemasks, and feel peeved that we all have to wear them, especially as
opinion seems very divided about whether they have any effect. They deaden
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individuality and hide all the smiles. However, if this is the price we must pay to
enter our lovely Church, then so be it. And if I am ever shown that wearing of
facemasks has stopped just one person in Leiston from getting the Bug, then I shall
loudly claim that they are worth their weight in gold. In the meantime, they do tell
me that a mask makes me look more handsome, so here we go.
Once inside the door, the mist descends on my glasses and blocks all visibility.
Friendly voices from unseen people greet me as I stumble into the furniture, sitting
blindly down on a chair that I hope is not already occupied. Matt's soothing organ
music calms me, familiar faces gradually emerge from the fog, and I relax into my
spiritual home.
The service is wonderful, quiet and serene. I miss the hymn-singing, though I could
never get the tune quite right. I miss our superb choir. I miss the chaotic queue for
coffee afterwards and the chance of friendly chat. I miss the jolly Fairs and other
events which used to raise money to keep us going, but I emerge into the sunlight
refreshed and confident that all will be well for another week AND that all the
things I miss will soon be back again (perhaps even the bellringing, if you've decided
to take it up).
So my thanks again to Pat and the several Richards. I look forward to each Sunday
and have a feeling that they will just get better and better, with our absent friends
returning to great acclaim as and when they are able.
Peter Roberts
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TRIBUTE TO DAVID LOWE
I felt very sad when I heard of David Lowe’s death as he was a dear friend to
me. He was responsible for me joining St Margaret’s Church. He came to
visit me in hospital and told me he had noticed me at various fetes etc. but I
was always gone before he could talk to me. I told him I didn’t know anyone
in the congregation, so he told me that I would know him so he persuaded
me to go to Church – that was a long time ago!
I will miss him, he was such a lovely man.
JOAN WHALE
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EASTER QUIZ

1 How many days does Lent last for?
2 Maundy Thursday is known to honour the?
3 The Sunday a week before Easter is known as?
4 Jesus was heard to say on the cross, Father forgive them?..
5 The week before Easter is known as what week?
6 The Jewish holiday that falls around the same time as Easter is
known as?
7 What is the name of the person who betrayed Jesus for silver?
8 Over Easter what day of the week is known as the good day?
9 Who found Jesus tomb empty?
10 Name the hill where Jesus was crucified?
11 Which person denied knowing Jesus three times?
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PLEASE NOTE Andrew Hawes no longer uses Mobile number 07521476294

CARLTON FOOTCARE
Sarah Shingfield Foot Health Practitioner MCFHP MAFHP
Offering Clinic visits or Home visits
Call Sarah on 07725215856
Has own clinic in Carlton, Saxmundham or happy to visit in client’s home
Sarah
Footchecked
Health Practitioner
MCFHP
MAFHP
FullyShingfield
insured, DBS
and registered
member
of
Clinicofvisits
HomeProfessionals
visits
BritishOffering
Association
Footor
Health
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Nurture excellence through aspiration
Leiston Primary School vision statement
The announcement in the media towards the end of that schools would reopen on
8 March had all the staff at Leiston Primary, puzzled. Reopen? Led by headteacher,
Mel Geater, Leiston had never closed during the whole year of lockdown. Instead,
not only had keyworkers’ children and those from more vulnerable families
continued to attend physically throughout, all children had been offered daily
online lessons and regular opportunities to connect with their teachers via zoom. It
wasn’t the same as ‘normal’ school - children missed out on socialising with their
friends. Nor was it plain sailing for the parents and carers who struggled to support
their kids’ learning while balancing the demands of work and other family members
as well as dealing with the frustrations of limited broadband access. But Leiston
Primary stayed open. Many families found it tough to meet the additional financial
pressure of feeding hungry children. In partnership with all members of the school
community, Leiston staff worked hard to support families and ensure that children
did not lose out. Lunches and vouchers were organised to replace free school
meals; IT equipment was located and loaned; print copies of lessons and handouts
were provided. One teacher even cycled 35 km to visit every child in his class at
home – socially distanced, of course - so that they stayed in touch. As a result of
this extraordinary enthusiasm and commitment, attendance levels including online
attendance was above 90% for most of the time. Unsurprisingly, there was a drop
in attendance during the snow days! The School even celebrated World Book Day
online with West End musical theatre actors recording stories for the children.
Rather than dressing up as a book character, members of the School community
were invited to have a photo taken illustrating a word.
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Here’s the chair of the Advisory Board and her teddy representing marmalade.
Like many other aspects of Leiston, our primary school is a great asset. Children at
LPS thrive and make real and substantial progress. In the words of a local parent on
Facebook: ‘Mrs Geater is a breath of fresh air and all the other staff from teachers,
TAs to kitchen and office staff are a credit to the school. You cannot go wrong by
sending your children there’. High praise indeed! Despite the demands and
pressures of schooling during a pandemic (coupled with ever changing regulation
and instruction), Leiston has risen superbly to the challenge and responded
creatively and consistently to minimise the impact of the pandemic on everyone.
We must continue to celebrate this valuable community resource.

Lesley Cassie
Chair of Leiston Primary School Advisory Board
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ST MARGARET’S CHURCH TOWER
LIGHTS UP
During March the lighting of the Church Tower
was sponsored on:

Sunday 7th In loving memory of Paul Snowden
who left us twelve years ago today.
Thursday 11th For Jason French
Love and thoughts with you always
Mum, Dad, Kelley & family
Thursday 11th March For Derek Linsell
Eternally in our hearts
Lince, Jane, David and Jeremy & families
Tuesday 23rd For Mary Cornish In loving memory of my husband Robin
Cornish on what would have been our 53 rd Wedding Anniversary
Also for Marie Curie’s National Day of Reflection
*If you would like to mark a special occasion by sponsoring the lighting of the
Church Tower for a donation of £5 per day, please write the details in the
diary provided in church, then place the completed payment envelope in the
wall safe. Many thanks.
*If you would like to arrange to light the tower during the lockdown period, please
contact Sandra direct (contact details page 2)

FUNERAL
FUNERAL
18th March 2021
Alexandra Wood “Alex”
18 March 2021

Alexandra Wood “Alex”
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The King of Instruments
At the turn of the last century, Leiston was a place where an exciting piece of
modern technology was made at Garrett & Sons' Works: the steam engine. But
another noteworthy technological marvel came to Leiston around the same time.
This marvel is not to be found in the Long Shop museum, but in our church.
In 1905, a new organ was built to suit the expanded church and growing
congregation. The Garrett's wealth meant that it would be an impressive
instrument. The industrial revolution brought new wonders into the world, and
Leiston was perhaps a surprising place to find them. But of course, a church in a
town of technological innovation, where modern machinery was built, must have
an organ to match. J.J. Binns of Leeds was approached to build a new, bigger organ
for St Margaret's, but what is peculiar about the organ is the rare mechanisms
inside it.
The organ has of course always been a technological marvel. Until the invention of
the telephone exchange, it was the most complex machine that mankind had ever
devised. Mozart called it 'the King of Instruments'. A choirboy would pump the air,
and the organist would press the keys, activating long wooden rods which went
from each key on the organ to the pipes above, allowing air to flow into the pipe to
produce a note. An organ of decent size has thousands of pipes, and thus
thousands of wooden rods all pushing and pulling to allow air to flow where it is
needed and create music. This made the keys very heavy to press down. Playing
was cumbersome and required the finger strength of a spin-bowler.
In the early 1900s organ builders were looking for ways to reduce the weight of the
keys. The organ at St Margaret's was built at the exact moment in history when a
breakthrough was made. Binns employed a new pneumatic mechanism, where
instead of wooden rods, thousands of lead tubes filled with pressurised air
connected the keys of the organ to the pipes inside. The organist presses the key,
and in an instant, a puff of air shoots through the lead tube, forcing open a valve
and in turn allowing the pipe to 'speak'. Few organs using this mechanism were
built, and fewer survive. Fewer still are in as fine condition as the organ at St
Margaret's.
At the Long Shop we can admire machines made at Leiston Works in that incredible
period that came after the horse-drawn carriage and before the rise of the
combustion engine. At church we can appreciate another relic from the same era,
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that apart from no longer needing a choirboy to power it, is almost entirely the
same as when it was built over a hundred years ago.
Whenever I see a steam engine, and smell the fuel burning and hear the engine
chuffing, I am immediately filled with visions of Leiston's busy industrial past; of
tweed waistcoats and pocketwatches, of the din of metalwork, of peak caps and
mutton chops. But when you hear the organ played, you hear the very same notes
that filled the ears of the workers who built the steam engines that our town is so
justly proud of.
Matthew Merrett
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
My Mum by Mo Fox
In 1919 it wasn’t ideal to be born to a young un- married woman of 15 especially if
you lived in a very small village in Dorset, or anywhere else I suppose and you were
constantly reminded that you were illegitimate, by a harridan of a Grandmother
who was looking after you, while your mother was sent into service. This sets the
scene for at least 8 years until your mother married and you became part of her
family again.
Your stepfather is a really kind man and you have a half-sister and life is better,
there are lots of Aunts and Uncles around but somewhere there is something not
right.
You grow up and go out to work. Then WW2 comes, you join the NAAFI in a nearby
town, all types of soldiers arrive from USA and different areas of UK and among
them a Geordie who adores you and because of his Christian background doesn’t
give two hoots about your background but loves you for just you and you marry and
have a child.
After the war you move to the NE and love your life in a big town where no one
knows your background and move into a welcoming family who took to you quickly
and loved you but because of the trauma of your childhood you have 3 nervous
breakdowns over a number of years. Each of these had a roll on effect on your
Husband, child, son-in-law and Grandchildren but you were loved so much by all
who knew you they rode the roller coaster.
People today have so many moans but perhaps they should look to the past and
how cruel life was then.
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ST. MARGARET’S CHURCH FAMILY
INTERCESSION PRAYERS FOR APRIL 2021
Dear Friends
April’s magazine continues to focus on monthly prayer time, with the St Margaret’s
Church family group for this month as shown below. There are three family groups
with each one appearing in the magazine every three months. However, you
remain in our thoughts and prayers always.
If you would like to be included in our family monthly prayers, or have any queries
please email stmargaretsleiston@gmail.com. If you feel you would prefer to be
remembered in a particular month then please let us know. Also, if you have a
specific need for additional prayer time then please let us know and we will add you
to our ‘special prayers’ section.

In our Church Family Prayers
Richard & Sandra Ellis
Kevin, Jess & Oliver Ellis
Christopher, Anna and Ada Ellis
Michael, Anika, Darcey & Jack Ellis
James & Kristi Ellis
Chris & Elspeth Gonin
Basil & Jean Jenkyns
Jill Mower
Sue Watt
June Geater
Sue Geater
Ron & Diana Geater
Doreen Bardwell
Sandra, Philip, Ellie & Laura Harle
Daphne & Terri Roper
Pam Bloomfield

Mary, Simon, Archie & Edward Reading
Valerie and Maurice Allchin
Charlmaine, Lee, Luke & Liam Wright
Olive Wilson
Vaughan & Jenny Windle
Liz Mills
Colin & Penny Tipple
Tom & Nona Wadsell-Campbell
Stephen & Claire Miles
Emily, Rob & Joel Oxborrow
Eileen Griffiths
David & Lynn Bailey
Kirsty, Shane, Ceylon, AJ & Logan Stone
Kathryn, Grace & Eve Phillips-Last
Ann Woods
Graham, Sylvia, Linda & Susan Hawes

ANSWERS TO SPRING QUIZ
1 True
6 True

2 False 3 True 4 True 5 True
7 True 8 True 9 True 10 True
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St Margaret of Antioch

Parish Church of Leiston-cum-Sizewell
Church Road, Leiston, Suffolk IP16 4HG
NOTICE: Items for May’s magazine
Please note that all articles, adverts etc. will need to be submitted to Pat
Carter by 18 April for inclusion in the May Magazine. Thank you.
Email: pm42carter@gmail.com
The Parish Magazine is available from St Margaret’s Church. Delivery can be
arranged.

Keep up to date with all Church Events
By visiting our own website
www.stmargaretschurchleiston.onesuffolk.net
How to Find Us
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